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Changing of the 
guard at TREES 
The Training Center for 
Tropical Resources and 
Ecosystems Sustainability 
(TREES) welcomes Dr. Dixon 
T. Gevaña as its new Director 
effective 4 May 2021 until 3 
May 2024. 

Dr. Gevaña is an Associate 
Professor at the Department 
of Social Forestry and Forest 
Governance (SFFG), CFNR. He 
completed his BS in Forestry 
and MS in Community 
Development at UPLB, and his 
PhD in Forest Environmental 
Science at Seoul National 
University (SNU). His 
outstanding performance in 
academic research, extension, 
and public service, earned 
him various awards, two of 
which are the Outstanding 
Young Scientist Award by the 
National Academy of Science 
and Technology - Department of 
Science and Technology (NAST-
DOST) in 2018, and the Young 
Scientist Achievement Award 
by the Forest and Natural 
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CFNR celebrates 23rd 

Reorganization and Arbor Day

Receptive to change and innovation, the UPLB College 
of Forestry and Natural Resources celebrated its 23rd 

Reorganization and Arbor Day Celebration in an engaging and 
unique manner. 

The virtual event, held in the afternoon of 25 June 2021, featured 
several arbor-related activities including a video that showcased 
the commemorative tree planting sites within the CFNR vicinity. 
Dr. Armando M. Palijon, CFNR alumnus and former professor at 
the College, gave a tour of the Arbor Day Square and introduced 
several indigenous trees planted in honor of retirees who made 
significant contributions in forestry. Coining the term “Tree 
for a Retiree”, Dr. Palijon introduced trees such as Mancono, 
Almaciga, Palawan Ipil, Molave, Bud Shower, Malabayabas, 
and Aunasin among others, planted in honor of Dr. Mercedes 
U. Garcia, Dr. Romulo del Castillo, Dr. Antonio Carandang, 
Prof. Lucio Quimbo, Dr. Ramon A. Razal, and Dr. Myrna G. 
Carandang, to name a few.

In addition to the program, CFNR launched the Tamesis Tree 
Rehabilitation Project as tribute to the first Filipino dean of the 
College of Forestry from 1937-1953, Dr. Florencio R. Tamesis. 
Regarded as the Father of Philippine Forestry, Dr. Tamesis 
planted a narra tree on the grounds of the College in 1909 when 
he was a student. Recognizing the historical value of the tree, 
CFNR embarked on a series of activities to ensure the optimum 
health of the commemorative tree, with Dr. Lerma SJ. Maldia as 
chairperson of the ad hoc committee. Dr. Jose O. Sargento, CFNR 
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CFNR celebrates 23rd reorganization...

The Institute of Renewable 
Natural Resources (IRNR) 
welcomes eight Teaching 
Associates (TAs) for the 
Academic Year 2020-2021 under 
the UP Teaching Assistantship 
Program of the UP System. 

UP aims to grant outstanding 
students opportunities to share 
their knowledge and skills 
to undergraduate students 
through teaching while 
simultaneously pursuing their 
Master’s degree. They are 
tasked to assist the faculty in 
their teaching load. TAs belong 
to the upper 10% of their class 
and possess excellent teaching, 
communication, research, and 
creative skills.

All TAs of IRNR are CFNR 
graduates. (in photo L-R): 
Marinel Andal (Class of 2019), 
John Mark Anzia (Class of 
2019), Carl Earvin Carada (Class 
of 2016), Mirasol Guinto (Class 
of 2020), Kyle Pierre Israel 
(Class of 2015), Kristhel Allyana 
Cañares (Class of 2019), Cary 
Maynard Olivar (Class of 2019), 
and Christian Niño Zurbito 
(Class ‘of 2019).

IRNR welcomes 
eight teaching 
associates
BY Christian Nino Zurbito &  
Kyle Pierre Israel

alumnus and former director of the Makiling Center for Mountain 
Ecosystems, regaled the audience with the life story of Dr. Tamesis 
and his significant achievements. 

Onwards to the current generation of foresters, CFNR featured 
forestry student organizations and their activities such as tree 
planting and mangrove rehabilitation projects in partnership with 
several local governments. In addition, selected CFNR students 
shared their views, opinions, and perspectives on the significance 
of Arbor Day—an event yearly celebrated in the College. 
Proclamation No. 643 signed in 2004 declared the 25th of June as 
the Philippine Arbor Day and Republic Act 10176 or the Arbor Day 
Act was signed in 2012.

CFNR’s current organizational structure is an offshoot of the 
reorganization. Professor Emeritus Lucrecio L. Rebugio, former 
dean of CFNR and the brains behind the reorganization, regaled 
the audience with insights and valuable information on how such 
vision was made into a reality through collaborative efforts and 
determination.

Looking into the future, CFNR, through Dr. Tomas D. Reyes, Jr, 
head of the Office of the Coordinator for Research, Extension, 
and Linkages (OCREL), presented the initial and improved CFNR 
website as a portal to expand CFNR’s presence locally and globally.

Capping the event was the awarding of the 2021 CFNR 
Outstanding Personnel to the following: For. Nicasio M. Balahadia, 
Outstanding Extension Personnel, Dr. Leila D. Landicho, 
Outstanding Researched in Natural Sciences (Senior REPS staff), 
and Dr. Lerma SJ. Maldia, Outstanding Researcher in Natural 
Sciences (Senior Faculty). The project,  An Indigenous Trees-
Based  Agroforestry Development Program in Mt. Bulalo, Calauan, 
Philippines got the Outstanding Extension Program/Project Award.  
             BY Aileen S. Peria
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Almaciga takes 
center stage in 
CFNR’s webinar 
BY Aileen S. Peria  

The UPLB-CFNR held a two-part 
online webinar, “Dagta ng Buhay: 
The Philippine Almaciga E-talks” 
as a result of the PCAARRD-
funded research program on 
“Sustainable Development 
and Utilization of Renewable 
Chemical Non-Timber Forest 
Products.”

The webinars were held at 1:00 to 
5:30 PM on the 15th and 17th of 
June 2021, via Zoom. 

The activity was organized 
by the research team, with
 Dr. Ramon A. Razal as program 
leader, to share and validate 
research findings on chemical 
and genetic characterization, 
product utilization, and Almaciga 
market assessment.

It is hoped that the knowledge 
generated from the four-
project program can help in the 
development of the Almaciga 
resin industry to benefit both 
resin tappers and value chain 
stakeholders. Government 
agencies, non-government 
organizations and the private 
sector were invited to 
the webinar.

Resources Society of the Philippines, 
Inc. (FORESPI) in 2019. 

He succeeds For. Roberto P. Cereno, 
a three-term Director and now 
serving as UPLB’s Vice Chancellor 
for Community Affairs since 1 
November 2020. In the past nine 
years, For. Cereno steered the Center 
to fulfill its mandate to package and 
implement relevant training and 
continuing education courses on tropical forestry, natural resource 
conservation, and ecosystems management. From 2012 to 2021, 
the Center carried out over 50 training projects commissioned 
by different international and local organizations, with close to 
2000 participants.  In 2018, TREES was granted accreditation by 
the Philippine’s Professional Regulation Commission (PRC) as a 
provider of Continuing Professional Development (CPD) units. 
The Center was able to put this into good use in the time of the 
pandemic by offering a series of free online seminars and tapping 
CFNR’s pool of subject matter experts as resource persons. The 
webinar series enabled professional foresters to earn CPD credit 
units for the renewal of their licenses.

In the coming years, TREES will take on the challenge and 
opportunity of contributing to the future-proofing of the university. 
With Dr. Gevaña at its helm, the Center aims to realize these 
strategic plans: 1) develop training foresight and priorities; 
2) maintain visibility in public service amidst the global pandemic 
challenge; 3) reinforce UPLB’s R&D academic agenda and 
priorities; 4) navigate forestry education towards future-proofed 
forestry sector; 5) bring the forestry profession to greater heights; 
6) strengthen global engagement; 7) ensure financial sustainability; 
and 8) serve with compassion.                      BY Regina A. Mendoza-Armiendo

continued from Page 1

Changing of the guard at TREES...

Visit https://www.facebook.com/makilingcenter for more 
news and updates.
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FBS holds its first zoominar
BY Janine Kaysee Soriano

On 17 June 2021, the Department of Forest 
Biological Sciences (DFBS) of CFNR held 
the FBS Class Zoominar with the theme, 
“Transforming Forest Science and Proposing 
Research Towards Ecosystem Restoration and 
Conservation.” 

The online seminar aims to promote the 
scientific output of the undergraduate and 
graduate students on topics such s biodiversity, 
forest ecology, forest microbiology, forest 
pathology, and tree physiology.

According to event moderator, Dr. Nelson M. 
Pampolina, the seminar simulates scientific 
conferences and aimed to strengthen the 
capability of students to prepare research 
proposals in forestry and natural resources and 
communicate these through oral presentations, 
posters, and infographics. He added that the 
virtual activity is one strategy of online learning 
to integrate all courses in FBS 136 (Forest  
Ecology), FBS 146 (Forest Microbiology), 
FBS 181(Research Techniques in Forest 
Biology), FBS 230 (Advanced Tree Physiology), 
FBS 290 (Research Problem), and FBS 300 (MS 
Graduate Thesis). The zoominar was attended 
by students of FOR-1(Introduction to Forest 
and Forestry) and FBS 10 (Biology of Tropical 
Forest Plants).

Four panelists were invited to review and give 
constructive feedback on 16 oral and poster 
presentations:  Dr. Jose Alan Castillo, Scientist I 
at the Ecosystems Research and  Development 
Bureau (ERDB), Asst. Prof. Maria Ellenita De 
Castro of DFBS, as well as Ms. Aileen Peria 
and Mr. Louie  Amongo, University Extension 
Specialists from OCREL.  

IAF highlights agroforestry 
practitioners in its 
5th Agroforestry webinar
BY Dr. Leila D. Landicho

In celebration of its 23rd Year as an Institute, 
the UPLB Institute of Agroforestry (IAF) 
organized the 5th Agroforestry Webinar 
with the topic “Harnessing Economic 
Potentials of Agroforestry:  Lessons from 
the Practitioners.”  The webinar was held 
on June 24, 2021, 10:00AM to 12:00NN via 
Zoom.  Two agroforestry practitioners talked 
about the economic potentials in adopting 
agroforestry systems and technologies: 
Mr. Henry S. Binahon, President and Chief 
Executive Officer of the Binahon Agroforestry 
Farm (BAFF) in Lantapan, Bukidnon and 
Mr. Marcial Coronacion, President of the 
Binonoan Integrated Producers’ Cooperative 
(BIPCO), a people’s organization engaged in the 
establishment and management of mangroves 
in Barangay Binonoan, Infanta, Quezon.

In his presentation, Mr. Binahon stressed that 
agroforestry is the most sustainable farming 
system.  From a small family farm established 
in 1992, BAFF was transformed into an 
agroforestry enterprise showcasing different 
agroforestry technologies.  He emphasized 
the increased financial assets from crop 
production and farm tourism.  In terms of social 
dimension, BAFF employed around 60 workers, 
accommodated more than 60,000 farm guests,  
distributed around 1M assorted seedlings 
and planting materials  yearly in Visayas and 
Mindanao for the last 10 years, and trained 
more than 5000 farmers and students.  Valuing 
cultural integrity, BAFF revived the indigenous 
knowledge systems and practices in the 
community and helped conserve the indigenous 

continued in Page 5
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The Ecosystems & Development Journal, the 
official research publication journal of UPLB-
CFNR is now accepting papers.

The E&D Journal is an open access and refereed 
journal designed to provide a venue for debates 
and trends in the fields of forestry and natural 
resources. It is published twice a year (April and 
October) as a journal on forestry and natural 
resources by the UPLB College of Forestry and 
Natural Resources. 

Please submit your articles on or before 15 July 
2021 for the Volume 11(2) October 2021 issue. For 
more details, visit https://edjournal.cfnr-uplb.org/ 
or send inquiries to edjournal@up.edu.ph or at 
09297724366.                                                                                                                    

Publish, don’t perish! 
BY Aileen S. Peria

plant species. BAFF also helped conserve the 
watershed, improved farm biological diversity, 
and contributed to addressing climate change 
impacts.  

Mr. Coronacion from Quezon highlighted 
the significant experiences of BIPCO in 
managing the 17 ha mangroves awarded by 
the Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources through the Community-Based 
Forest Management (CBFM) program. Aside 
from the ecological contributions of mangroves, 
economic benefits were also obtained through 
the following activities: a) Aquasilviculture 
Project for growing fishes and crabs; b) 
processing of Nipa into wine, vinegar, and 
sweeteners; and c) one of the ecotourism sites of 
the Municipality of Infanta.  BIPCO showcases 
the mangrove areas, bat sanctuary, and produce 
from aquasilviculture.  These activities helped 
BIPCO members to work collectively in 
sustaining the management of the mangrove 
areas and inculcating environmental concern 
among its members.

The 5th Agroforestry Webinar was attended by 
127 participants representing different sectors.

continued from Page 4

IAF highlights agroforestry...

A forester, a lawyer, an administrator, and a professor are 
a few of the titles and positions that Dr. Eleno O. Peralta 
has held in his 33 years of service to the university.

Dr. Peralta started as both a legal counsel to the UPLB 
administration and faculty member at then College of 
Forestry in 1988. He taught subjects on forestry and 
natural resources laws, including policy formulation. A 
“hat” that Dr. Peralta has worn for more than half of his 
career was as an administrator. He served as the Director 
of Forestry Development Center (FDC), 2000-2006; as 
Chair of the DSFFG, 2009-2012 and 2015-2017; Chair/
Special Advocate of the Student Disciplinary Tribunal 
(SDT), 2000-2018; Officer-in-Charge of the Office of the 
Student Affairs (OSA), June to October 2018; Director of 
OSA, October 2018 to January 2020; and Vice Chancellor 
for Student Affairs, February 5 to October 31, 2020. 

On top of this, Dr. Peralta was also active in the two other 
thrusts of the university-- research and extension, as he 

Thank You, Your Honor!
BY Asst. Prof. Maricel T. Villamayor

continued in Page 6 

led several policy researches and watershed rehabilitation 
projects; served as a resource person to various trainings, 
symposia, and forums; and published several journal 
articles, technical bulletins, book chapters, and books. 

This year, he, together with other authors, released a 
book on Human Rights Education, published by Rex 
Publishing. The book, “Science-based Management and 
Upland Community Development in the Philippines: 
The Case of Mount Makiling Forest Reserve (MMFR),” of 
which he is a co-author in 2019, has also won the National 
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CFNR improves online presence with CIMRC
BY Asst. Prof. Alfie M. Torres

As stipulated in the OC 
Memorandum No. 042 series of 
2021, all college units are required 
to constitute a committee on 
information, media relations, 
and communication (CIMRC). 
This is consistent with the efforts 
of the University to consolidate 
initiatives in information 
dissemination, media relations, and 
communication. 

The committee is tasked to produce 
media materials on the unit’s 
activities, programs, projects, 
events to be posted on official 
social media platforms. CIMRC 
is also responsible for providing 
information and other relevant 
materials regarding important 
events and activities that may merit 
publication in the University’s 
media platforms. According to 
the University’s branding and 
communication plan, members will 
also assist in the dissemination of 
the University news and updates 
and develop, maintain, and update 
the unit’s information database and 
online communication platforms 
such as website and social media 
accounts. The committee will 
collaborate with UPLB’s  Office 
of Public Relations (OPR) and 
Information Technology Center 
(ITC) regarding maintenance of 
online communication platforms. 

In addition, they will coordinate 
with OPR media relations activities 
such as interviews with experts, 
shoots, TV, radio, and online 
guesting. Coordination will also 
be made for official visits of high-
ranking officials (VIPs) from 
both government and private 
institutions for guidance in protocol 
management. CIMRC is also 
tasked to oversee the observance 
of protocols related to the conduct 
of events, especially those that 
require the attendance of University 
and government officials, external 
partners, and other important 
visitors.

The CFNR CIMRC is chaired by 
Dr. Felisa L. Malabayabas and 
co-chaired by Asst. Prof. Vanessa 
M. Palma-Torres. To facilitate the 
tasks assigned, the CFNR CIMRC  
composed of 24 CFNR faculty and 
staff, was subdivided into five sub 
committees: 1) Video Streaming 
Platform, 2) Website Development 
and Maintenance, 3) Social 
Networks Sites, 4) Media Related 
Functions and Protocols,  and 
5) Print. 

The CFNR CIMRC envisions to 
improve virtual presence to become 
more relevant and visible especially 
in this pandemic period.

CFNR congratulates Dr. Margaret 
M. Calderon and co-authors 
for bagging the Best Paper and 
Most Outstanding Convention 
Paper Awards during the 1st 
International Conference and 
51st National Convention 
of Philippine Agriculture 
and Economic Development 
Association (PAEDA). The online 
event was held on June 3-4, 2021. 

Mr. Daniel Chica and his thesis 
adviser, Dr. Calderon also won 
the Best Undergraduate Thesis 
Award.                      BY Aileen S. Peria

Academy of Science and Technology 
(NAST)’s 2020 Outstanding Book 
Awards.

To For./Atty./Dr. Eleno O. Peralta, 
thank you very much for your selfless 
service to the college and university. 
Your legacy would forever be etched 
in the annals of the college and 
university as you go for mandatory 
retirement, effective May 27, 2021. 
Indeed, it is not just the honorifics 
that precede your name but, more so, 
your significant contributions to the 
university and the forestry sector that 
make you truly honorable!
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Thank you...
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